
INNOVATIVE BRICK SLIP    

PANEL SYSTEMS. 

New Build or Refurbishment. 

Surerend offer innovative 

brick slip panel systems which 

can look even better than 

Clean  joint  traditional     

brickwork. 

Fast  and easy to install are a 

big advantage on site, why 

settle for anything less than 

the best. 

Surerend having over 35 years  

experience in fast build        

systems, strive for customer 

satisfaction . 

Lightweight and easy            

installation result in a smooth 

running  project with the     

focus on quality . 

A wide range of brick    

finishes are available to 

suit  UK   planning          

requirements or that  

special  and unique       

finished colour and       

required special feature 

for your  project design. 

Surerend are always   

happy to  assist! 
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 BRICK PANEL MANUFACTURE  DEVELOPED OVER THE PAST 25 YEARS 
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GLAZED PANELS                                                                                 LARGE DOLLOWHITE PANELS 

CONTINUOUS MANUFACTURE                                                           CUT AND FORMED  corners, OR CORNER SLIPS 



Standard Panel Installation  

Panel   properties 

The standard panel can be used on  both timber kit or steel frame , brick or block systems, with or 

without cavity on both New Build or Refurbishment projects. 

The system comes as a complete package and 80% pointed from the factory. 

Included is Base starter track, panels, adhesive, pointing mortar, fixing brackets, joint slips  and  

corner sections 

 THANKS TO their lightness and resistance, the panels can be used 

for covering almost any façade. Instead of being mounted on the 

foundation, they are hung on a supporting wall. The panels are 

fixed  with special c lamps or wall fastners to a lightweight base 

frame or directly on the wall. The tongue-and-groove joints        

between panels are filled with urethane foam or mastic to achieve 

the necessary hermetic quality. After installation, brick slips are 

glued over the vertical joining points and the joints surrounding 

the glued slips are filled with pointing mortar thus ensuring the   

absolutely solid appearance of the entire external surface. When 

necessary, an additional layer of insulation with the required   

thickness can be added beneath the product to increase the    

thermal insulation of the façade. Installation is easy and quick, 

can be done all-year-round. Façade cladding made of standard 

product is indistinguishably similar to clean joint brickwork /      

masonry. Can be used for covering almost any façade.  
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Tonged And Groove 

Panels 

Ensure a tight fit. 

Ease of installation 

and ensure extra     

rigidity across the         

panel avoiding          

Unwanted racking or 

stress Problems. 



LARGE PANEL MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION 

Panels are assembled using panels to the  required          

specification and colour, the panels can be custom made to 

include window and door openings and special features. 

A framework is made  using timber or steel , where lifting 

points and reinforcement brackets are installed together, 

Many configurations are possible. 

The panels are manufactured  and stored to suit site  delivery         

requirements  

Delivery, where only the  area of connecting panels  require   

a sealant or mastic to finish. 

Panels are manufactured to suit on site requirements, lifting 

Restrictions and  to suit loading ,transporting  and site access. 

 

Transporting the panels carefully, ensures no 

damage or deflection  problems, where they 

can be offloaded into temporary storage 

Or directly assembled on site from the delivery 

vehicle. 

Vertical and or  horizontal rails on site  are fixed ready to 

receive the panels, saving on installation management time   

Panels can be fixed in all weather conditions. 

Complete elevations can be transformed in one day. 

Special corner features, window surrounds, reveals, and sills 

can be all premade for quick assembly. 

 

 

Special reinforced connection brackets can be used instead 

of  grid rails if required. 
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STANDARD BRICK COLOURS 

Dura                                                                            Ballantine 

Dark Isle                                                                     Yellow 

 Terracotta                                                                 Dollawhite 

Redfern                                                                      Black  

White Marble                                                          Dark Grey 

Grey Water                                                             Golden Brown 

Barleycorn 
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There are a very wide range 

of brick finishes available, 

please  request a copy from 

our web site or from one of 

our technical staff. 



Approved systems 

Endless design details can be 

achieved  with striking results 

Try a combination with our  

bespoke profiles . 

 

Panel design and finish   

CAN BE APPROVED BEFORE  

BEING INSTALLED ON SITE. 

Quality façade and vibrant colours  . 

 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH   
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